Recommendations for imaging tumor response in neurofibromatosis clinical trials

Objectives: Neurofibromatosis (NF)-related benign tumors such as plexiform neurofibromas (PN) and vestibular schwannomas (VS) can cause substantial morbidity. Clinical trials directed at these tumors have become available. Due to differences in disease manifestations and the natural history of NF-related tumors, response criteria used for solid cancers (1-dimensional/RECIST [Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors] and bidimensional/World Health Organization) have limited applicability. No standardized response criteria for benign NF tumors exist. The goal of the Tumor Measurement Working Group of the REiNS (Response Evaluation in Neurofibromatosis and Schwannomatosis) committee is to propose consensus guidelines for the evaluation of imaging response in clinical trials for NF tumors.

Methods: Currently used imaging endpoints, designs of NF clinical trials, and knowledge of the natural history of NF-related tumors, in particular PN and VS, were reviewed. Consensus recommendations for response evaluation for future studies were developed based on this review and the expertise of group members.

Results: MRI with volumetric analysis is recommended to sensitively and reproducibly evaluate changes in tumor size in clinical trials. Volumetric analysis requires adherence to specific imaging recommendations. A 20% volume change was chosen to indicate a decrease or increase in tumor size. Use of these criteria in future trials will enable meaningful comparison of results across studies.

Conclusions: The proposed imaging response evaluation guidelines, along with validated clinical outcome measures, will maximize the ability to identify potentially active agents for patients with NF and benign tumors. Neurology® 2013;81 (Suppl 1):S33-S40

Glossary
- CR = complete response; NF = neurofibromatosis; PD = progressive disease; PN = plexiform neurofibroma; PR = partial response; RECIST = Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors; REiNS = Response Evaluation in Neurofibromatosis and Schwannomatosis; SD = stable disease; STIR = short TI inversion recovery; TTP = time to progression; VS = vestibular schwannoma; WHO = World Health Organization.

Standard criteria for response evaluation in clinical trials for solid tumors are well established (World Health Organization [WHO] criteria, Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors [RECIST]).1,2 Linear measurements are performed for their ease of use and are suitable for most malignant lesions that rapidly change in size. Disease-specific recommendations have been developed for some diseases in which linear measurements are not practical or meaningful, such as the Response Assessment in Neuro-Oncology (RANO) criteria for brain tumors.3,4 In addition, an international effort is under way to develop measurement guidelines for pediatric brain tumors, which will be applicable to neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1)-related gliomas.
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The neurofibromatoses (NF), consisting of NF1, neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2), and schwannomatosis, are genetic tumor predisposition syndromes characterized by the development of predominantly benign nerve sheath tumors. Plexiform neurofibromas (PN) in NF1, vestibular schwannomas (VS) and meningiomas in NF2, and schwannomas in NF2 and schwannomatosis are the most frequent histologically benign tumors for which clinical trials with targeted agents have been initiated. Due to the limited applicability of response criteria for solid tumors and the lack of standardized response criteria for NF tumors, previous trials have used a variety of primary and secondary endpoints, which limits comparison of results between trials.

The Response Evaluation in Neurofibromatosis and Schwannomatosis (REiNS) Tumor Measurement Group was formed to develop standardized consensus recommendations for imaging response evaluation in clinical trials for benign NF tumors. This includes guidelines for image acquisition, target lesion selection, image interpretation by volumetric analysis, and trial design. We hope that the application of these criteria in future clinical trials will promote effective evaluation of the activity of novel agents and facilitate the comparison of results across trials.

METHODS The Tumor Measurement Group is composed of members from different disciplines, including neurology, oncology, radiology, and genetics. The group reviewed currently used imaging endpoints, designs of NF clinical trials, and the knowledge of the natural history of NF-related tumors, in particular PN and VS. Consensus guidelines for future studies were developed based on this review and the expertise of group members. NF-related tumors are rare and there was an emphasis on proposing criteria that could be applied across multiple participating sites. When feasible, the RECIST guidelines were used as a template.

RESULTS Current response evaluation of benign NF tumors in clinical trials. PN involve multiple nerve fascicles and branches and can cause substantial morbidity, including pain, disfigurement, motor dysfunction, airway compromise, and vision loss.2-5 In early clinical trials PN size was measured by RECIST or WHO criteria.6,7 Due to the complex shape, large size, and slow growth of PN, linear measurements can be highly variable and long time periods are required to detect measurable change (figure 1). Therefore, more sensitive methods, such as volume segmentation, were developed for the analysis of PN and schwannomas.8-10 These methods documented the feasibility of reproducibly measuring tumor volumes in natural history studies and treatment trials for PN and VS.11-15 Using the MEDx-based lesion detection method developed for PN, interobserver differences were less than 10% and intraobserver variation was ≤5%.16 For VS measured using the Vitrea2 workstation, the coefficient of variation ranged from 0.6% to 6.8%.11

The first PN clinical trial using volumetric MRI analysis with time to progression (TTP) as the primary trial endpoint included the comparison of 1-dimensional (RECIST), 2-dimensional (WHO), and volumetric MRI analysis of PN.20 Volumetric analysis detected tumor progression (PN volume increase ≥20%) much earlier than linear measurements. The median TTP with volumetric analysis was 14.3 months, compared to 52.2 months using WHO criteria; the median TTP could not be determined by RECIST criteria.20 Thus, volumetric analysis significantly shortened both drug exposure for study subjects and the duration of the trial. In addition, this study provided valuable natural history data on PN growth. Volume increase over time appeared to be linear for all patients, with younger patients experiencing more rapid growth. The inverse relationship between age and PN growth rate has been confirmed in other studies.21-23 Spontaneous PN shrinkage was not observed in the placebo arm of the study and has only infrequently been observed in other studies.22

NF2 is characterized by the development of bilateral VS, other intracranial and spinal schwannomas,
meningiomas, and ependymomas. In large NF2-associated VS natural history studies, the average growth in greatest diameter per year was reported to be between 1.3 and 1.8 mm, corresponding to a 10%–14% increase from the baseline averages of 12.4 and 13.0 mm. Another study evaluated the feasibility of volumetric assessment of VS and demonstrated increased sensitivity in detecting disease progression and reduced intrarater measurement variability compared to linear measurements. Finally, one study described the pattern of volume increase of VS and meningiomas as saltatory for the majority of tumors and linear or exponential for others. Volumetric analysis of MRIs has been recommended to determine changes in tumor size and has been incorporated into clinical trials targeting NF2-related VS.

Guidelines for response evaluation of benign NF tumors in clinical trials. Image acquisition and analysis. The working group recommends MRI and volumetric analysis to measure benign NF-related tumors and to assess response in clinical trials. Excellent tissue definition can be achieved with appropriate MRI techniques. Clinical trials require sequential imaging with fairly short intervals. Subjects with benign tumors remain in studies for much longer time periods than those with malignant solid tumors and have a longer life expectancy. It is therefore preferable to avoid CT imaging, as serial imaging results in considerable radiation exposure and the technique has not been validated for volumetric analysis of NF tumors.

Volumetric MRI analysis accounts for every part of the tumor and thus reflects the actual size of the lesion more closely than linear measurements. It is less sensitive to differences in body position between scans and can reproducibly detect small changes over time (figure 2). Since every tumor-containing slice is included in the analysis, volumetric analysis requires excellent image quality. In order to achieve consistent high-quality

Figure 2  Examples of PN volume change over time

Small incremental changes are demonstrated in a complex large abdominal and flank plexiform neurofibroma (PN) with consistent upward trend through several investigational treatments (A). Extended disease stabilization of a back PN in a patient receiving peginterferon alfa-2b (B). PN growth accelerated upon discontinuation of treatment and slowed again when the patient restarted peginterferon alfa-2b. While in most cases PN growth is linear over extended periods, some measurement variation is not uncommon, as demonstrated by the example of a large neck and chest PN (C). The first observer performed the volumetric analysis prospectively and a second observer repeated the analysis at the end of the observation period while blinded to the chronological order of the scans.
image acquisition and to minimize the variability of volumetric readings, a detailed section on image acquisition should be included in study protocols.

The MRI acquisition protocol should be optimized for tumor type and tumor location. Images intended for volumetric analysis need to be performed without gaps between slices. The target tumor should be positioned close to the center of the imaging field and the outer edge of the tumor should be within the field of view. Peripheral nerve sheath tumors can be well visualized without the use of contrast agents on short T1 inversion recovery (STIR) sequences because they have high signal intensity relative to normal tissues. Small lesions, such as some orbital, facial, or paraspinal tumors, require imaging with thin slices using small voxel sizes. Obtaining complete coverage of extensive lesions can be challenging. MRI scanners capable of reconstructing imaging series from several body segments into whole-body images are now available and whole-body scanning is increasingly affordable. Using multiple phased-array coil technology, whole-body STIR imaging can be accomplished in less than an hour. Tumor volume can also be calculated from independent series. For best alignment of separate series, 2 to 5 slices of complete overlap between the series is advised. Image orientation should remain the same throughout the study. Even slight changes in orientation can result in partial overlap between series. STIR sequences can be performed on 1.5T or 3T MRI scanners, although magnetic field inhomogeneity resulting in signal intensity variation is more common using 3T magnets when imaging with large fields of view.

The challenge in imaging VS is their relatively small size. High-resolution postcontrast T1 completely covering the target area is the MRI sequence best suited for volumetric measurement. The slice thickness should be no more than 1 mm. Fat suppression is required in postsurgical VS cases to differentiate tumor from fat packing.

Table e-1 on the Neurology® Web site at www.neurology.org provides examples of recommended imaging parameters for PN and VS. The parameters may vary depending on the type of scanner, tumor type, and location, but consistent use at each response evaluation and across multiple sites is required for optimal analysis. In multicenter studies, it is important for quality assurance to document each site’s ability to comply with the imaging protocol prior to starting enrollment. One way to achieve identical image acquisition across participating sites is to distribute an optimized sample Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine dataset and duplicate the imaging parameters from that dataset at each site. We plan to provide access to sample images on the REiNS Web site www.reinscollaboration.org.

**Target lesions: Identification, considerations and challenges.** Patients with NF often present with more than one symptomatic tumor. Ideally the entire tumor burden should be imaged at study entry. In most cases, the most clinically significant lesion can be identified and used as the target lesion to evaluate treatment response, and other disease sites can be monitored as nontarget lesions. The target lesion should meet minimum size criteria, be seen on at least 3 imaging slices, and have reasonably well-defined contours in all dimensions. Recommended minimum tumor sizes for measurable disease are 3 cm³ for PN and 1 cm³ for VS. Most lesions ≥3.0 cm in longest diameter will have a volume greater than 3 cm³, and lesions ≥1.5 cm a volume over 1 cm³. Central review can help in assessing the measurability of questionable lesions. The target lesion should be distinguishable from the surrounding tissues. Some tumors, while clinically very relevant, may not have good tissue definition on MRI (figure 3, A and B). In case of disease progression, adjacent tumors can become confluent and no longer independently measurable (for example, collision tumors in NF2 VS). In addition, adjacent lymph nodes can be difficult to separate from PN and are prone to size fluctuations, enough to give the impression of significant volume change if the target lesion is small.

Lesions previously treated with locoregional therapy such as radiation should not be selected as target lesions unless growth has been documented since the intervention. Similarly, following partial tumor resection, postsurgical changes and edema may interfere with meaningful response evaluation (figure 3, C and D).

Motion can blur the edge of lesions; regions especially prone to motion include the parapharyngeal space, diaphragm, mesenteric structures, and extremities. Motion artifact is most relevant for small tumors with high surface to volume ratios; at tumor sizes above 100 cm³ the effect of motion is usually negligible. Metal instrumentation, such as spinal rods, dental braces, or cochlear/brainstem implants, causes characteristic distortion on MRI that is dependent on the magnetic field strength and positioning within the scanner, and can therefore vary between scans (figure 3, E and F). If part of the target tumor is obscured or distorted by metallic artifact, the tumor may still be measurable as long as that part of the lesion can consistently be excluded from the analysis. The potential need for future surgery or metal implants should be considered prior to enrollment in a trial.

For very large tumors, partial volume measurement between reproducibly visualized anatomical landmarks can be considered, but should aim to include the bulk of the lesion.

Some PN have nodular components that appear encapsulated and separated from the surrounding tumor in all directions (figure 4). These nodules can
be independently measured and may serve as target lesions. The growth rate of nodular lesions may exceed the growth rate of the surrounding tumor.\textsuperscript{32} If the nodular component is selected as the target lesion, changes in that nodule as opposed to the entire PN should be used to determine response. Highly disproportionate growth within parts of a tumor or rapid growth exceeding that expected for PN should raise concern for malignant transformation and prompt further investigation.

**Image interpretation by volumetric analysis.** Several methods are available for volumetric evaluation of medical images. Simple systems use a graphic tool to manually outline the target area. More sophisticated segmentation methods use complex algorithms to define a region of interest that displays specific imaging characteristics; some of these methods were specifically developed for NF-related tumors.\textsuperscript{10-13,15} Volumetric results can differ based on the method of analysis; therefore, the same method should be used throughout a study and across all participating institutions, ideally with central review. The analysis method should be validated to determine variation within the same dataset as a reflection of precision, and variation in trends over time as an indicator of accuracy in segmenting the same structures at different time points.

**Response criteria.** Response categories are established to differentiate tumors that are shrinking, stable, or growing. These categories are arbitrary and were designed to minimize interrater variability. Significant changes in tumor size, as defined by RECIST or WHO criteria, can be easily recognized. Targeted agents in NF may not result in substantial tumor shrinkage, but rather lead to disease stabilization or minor shrinkage. The goal of volumetric MRI analysis for response evaluation in NF is to reproducibly detect small changes that would not be otherwise discernible. Based on the close intraobserver and interobserver agreement of repeated volumetric MRI analyses,\textsuperscript{10,11} the group agreed on a 20% volume change to indicate a decrease or increase in tumor size. Therefore, the recommended volumetric response categories for benign NF tumors are defined as follows:

- Complete response (CR): Disappearance of the target lesion.
- Partial response (PR): Decrease in the volume of the target lesion by 20% or more compared to the baseline. The PR is considered unconfirmed at the first detection, confirmed when observed again within 3-6 months, and sustained when the response is maintained for 6 months or longer.
- Progressive disease (PD): Increase in the volume of the target lesion by 20% or more compared to baseline or the time of best response after documenting a PR. The appearance of new lesions or unequivocal progression of existing nontarget lesions is also considered PD.
- Stable disease (SD): Insufficient volume change to qualify for either PR or PD.

Table 1 illustrates equivalent size changes in spherical lesions using different measurement methods.

**Considerations for trial design and selection of endpoints using volumetric response evaluation.** Many of the molecularly targeted agents evaluated for the treatment of NF-related tumors are thought to be more likely to extend the TTP than to result in tumor shrinkage. Progression-free survival as a study endpoint requires a control population. There is no established historical control for all NF populations. Data from one placebo-controlled pediatric trial for PN are available and are currently used as a historical control for...
The diffuse face and neck plexiform neurofibroma shown on axial short TI inversion recovery MRI has a well-circumscribed nodular component on the left side. The complete volume of the lesion increased from 1,870 mL at the first time point (A) to 2,015 mL (8% increase) at the second time point (B) to 2,283 mL (22% increase) on the final evaluation (C). Concurrently, the volume of the nodular component increased from 28.2 mL to 34.3 mL (22% increase) and then to 63.0 mL (84% increase). Determination of disease progression depends on whether the entire lesion or the nodular component is selected as the target lesion at trial entry.

several other studies. This control population is only valid for trials with identical eligibility criteria and study design, as TTP is influenced by age, tumor growth rate, tumor size, and restaging intervals.

Due to the slowly progressive nature of most NF-related tumors, prolonged stable disease without any intervention is common. Therefore, disease stability can only be considered a response in subjects with documented imaging progression of a tumor for which linear growth is expected. Ideally, progression at the time of enrollment should be documented using the same method of analysis that will be used in the clinical trial.

The need for an adequate control population and the requirement of progressive disease at the time of enrollment in a trial with TTP as the primary endpoint may affect the rate of accrual, as progression may be documented in only a subset of candidates and competing trials without a control group may be selected by investigators or potential research participants.

The objective response rate is defined as the proportion of subjects experiencing a PR or CR in a study. A correlation between response on imaging and overall survival or clinical improvement has not been established for most benign NF tumors. If feasible, in addition to imaging response, evaluation for clinical benefit should be incorporated into clinical trials as endpoints, including patient-reported and functional outcomes. Since spontaneous regression of NF tumors is rare, imaging response can be evaluated without placebo control and in patients without a prior history of progression.

Clinical studies for NF take longer than typical cancer trials. Even with the use of sensitive detection methods, tumor progression and response may occur slowly, over years rather than months. Compared with cancer trials, longer restaging intervals are sufficient, such as every 3–4 months for the first year on trial and subsequently every 6 months. Allowing subjects with minimal tumor shrinkage at 6 months (10–15% decrease) to remain on treatment for up to 12 months can maximize the identification of potentially active agents while minimizing exposure to inactive agents.

The natural history of NF-related tumors should also be considered in the design of trials. Several studies have described more rapid growth rates of PN in younger children compared to older children or adults. Therefore, stratification based on age or progression status could be considered for clinical trials evaluating TTP as the primary endpoint.

**FUTURE PLANS** The consensus guidelines provided here are based on current knowledge and experience. With new information, revisions may be implemented. At this time, our understanding of the natural history of NF1, NF2, and schwannomatosis is incomplete. Prior studies describing the growth pattern of NF-related tumors are limited to relatively short observation periods of 1–4 years. Long-term prospective natural history studies are needed in order to better characterize tumor growth in all age groups and tumor types. Additional efforts are under way to study the correlation of changes in tumor size with changes in patient-reported and functional outcomes. Where a correlation between increasing tumor size and the development of morbidity can be established, it can be assumed that agents resulting in prolonged disease stabilization may result in patient benefit by preventing the development of new morbidity. Volumetric assessment methods currently in use for NF may differ in their sensitivity to detect change over time. As part of the REiNS Collaboration, the Tumor Measurement Working Group is planning pilot studies to evaluate the level of agreement between methods. Finally, volumetric MRI analysis is time and resource intensive and requires central review for the most consistent results. The development of methods that can be performed more easily and be incorporated into routine clinical practice should be pursued.
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